Next week on Tuesday August 11th we will be having our virtual Popcorn Kickoff for all Unit Leaders.

Click here to register!

New Kernels and Old Kernels could all be experiencing something new this year...... virtual kickoffs for your units!

Here are some tips:

- First, this is a great opportunity to reconnect to your families!
- Set the time for your normal meeting time (if you have not been meeting virtually).
- Format could be zoom, google duo, Skype, or even just a facebook messenger video call. (need help with these formats, please let us know)
- Decide how your unit wants to sell, take order or online only as an example.
- Discuss unit incentives.... Will you have any extra prizes you will give to your scouts? Scouts may have great ideas (more details in Kernel Jernel 4)
- Keep the presentation short but allow for questions at the end. Consider having the families together at the beginning for the scouts to hear about the prizes and other relative information first, then transition to and adult only meeting.
- If you are able to meet in person, same basics apply:
  Keep it short
  Make it fun
  Have your scouts participate (if possible)
  Hand out any important information (later for this if meeting virtually)